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“For one brief shining moment, it looked as if a ghost appeared on line and wrote a paper on Eritrea under 

the following title: “Eritrea's Capital Is Lovely. But Scratch the Surface and You'll Find a Terrifying 

Reality by: Tamara Barraz ,as if it was going to hold the country accountable for these gross Human 

Rights violation.   But those hopes were in vain when the progressives like this ghost like lady of human 

rights Global Agenda cannot present any evidence based on substantiated truth not fabrications of deceit”. 

 

Executive Summary 

Eritrea is a single party presidential social democratic country.  It has been criticized by 

progressive enemies such that: Eritrea has no constitution, no parliament, while in reality, the 

Eritrean Government has completed five Legal Code drafting translated the laws into Tigrinya 

and Arabic.  These are series of “Basic Laws” that enumerate fundamental rights and obligations  

to its citizens in addition to the certain fundamental laws, orders, and regulations that were 

legally in place or in existence when a need arises to the level of  a “state of emergency”.  This 

state of emergency the author refereeing to is: when an invasion of our sovereign country by 

neighboring enemy countries or even by the Regional States of Ethiopia attempted.   This law 

has been in effect since 1991 under the Basic Laws called Customary Laws and (Highi-Endaba 

Laws.).  But, this reality is often criticized or undermined by enemies often they said it loudly 

that Eritrea has no laws or constitution as well as opportunists who strictly fallow the progressive 

ideology such as the source of this writing which is hinted  in covertly done at (“Haaretz.com”). 

This writing is completely bias or most of its writing is full of lies.  It was written in a slanted 

way to black mail Eritrea on Human Rights violation the old rhetoric chosen by the progressives 
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like this lady for the human rights Global Agenda.  It is already a biased article due to the very 

first sentence with quotes that says: “North Korea of Africa”.  This is an already incredibly a 

biased article designed to slander the Nation of Eritrea and its people with no beneficiary insights 

at all. 

This person in the very first seconds of her paragraph she immediately writes that she is 

expressing her desire for: sex parties, drugs and gay escorts for Eritreans to engage in the city 

of Asmara.  The writer is following the typical Progressive Pro-LGBTQ ideology for the Nation 

of Eritrea and which would cause a massive HIV/AIDS outbreak as the result of the writers 

desire for Eritreans to have sex parties with drugs.  The writer is indeed spreading false 

allegations when she says that: “inmates undergo torture in the Karsheli prison in which she 

didn’t personally witness.  She supposedly, heard this from some unknown refuges that she 

claims are in exile.   

While we ourselves do not know with certainty that Ms. Tamara ever left Israel and actually 

went to Eritrea because we don’t even know Ms.Tamara Baraaz even exists in real life.  Because 

she has never disclosed her personal information to the Eritrean Government that could verify 

her existence with the proper photo identification that publically identifies her with all necessary 

contact information for us to even begin to take this writing as credible. 

Again, the writer acknowledges that she never saw prisoners thrown into Shipping Containers 

that sparked the waves of departure of Eritreans to go primarily to Europe to live and work.  I 

have no idea why the writer so surprised that there was such a large spark of waves of departure 

from Eritrea, when it is the writer’s own progressive ideology and agenda that caused it in the 

first place.  By making sure that those European countries would guarantee specifically for 

Eritreans immediate and automatic asylum.  It was their goal of properly removing all Eritrean 

youths out of the country so that no one would be left physically able to defend the Nation of 

Eritrea.  While, at the same time it would make it very easy for neighboring African Countries to 

easily invade and takeover the territorial land of Eritrea which obviously: 

https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/.premium.MAGAZINE-eritrea-s-capital-is-lovely-but-under-the-surface-is-a-terrifying-reality-1.7088041?fbclid=IwAR26HhL9ARNG3dNu9DgKcVFTjGqzxhiSy9b2DLuutuLi4jQfxKSwjRVdpRU
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 Ms. Tamara wants, because it is a part of her Global Progressive Agenda, that most countries 

have spearheaded and engaging with most notably and recently was the Obama USA 

Administration(2008-2016) that crusaded the progressive ideology that was meant 

internationally to bring Eritrea into that Global Human Rights Agenda that would have 

mandated LGBTQ antisocial behavior so that it would have been proliferating all over the 

nation of Eritrea. 

Ms. Tamara writing indeed confirms something which is called “Childish Imaginations” when 

she tells us that she magically arrived in Eritrea and that she is so important person that people 

were already following her and that she made a successful contact with a none existent 

opposition group called “Eritrean Liberation Democratic Movement” which have never seen by 

(the General Eritrean Public). 

Again when she supposedly spoke to a 20 year old guy named Tesfai he made a comment: “Do 

you see that building?  In the past there was a government office there, and below it was a cellar 

with prisoners.  When the neighbors found out what was going on there, the prison was moved 

elsewhere and the cellar was rented out”.  

In Conclusion 

The rest of her writing is such a completely fraudulent stories about Eritrea Dictatorships and 

how the regime abandons its citizens and it only deteriorated:  due to no “Independent media 

outlets all were shut down”. 

 By this point you can clearly, see that Ms. Tamara was asleep during this part of her story telling.  

It also become clear, again when Ms. Tamara making imaginative  story up when she claims that 

her imaginary friend Tesfai says: agents of the regime arrested a group of young people in a bar 

and the charges were unlawful assembly.  According to him, any gathering of more than five 

people is forbidden in Eritrea, but the law is enforced arbitrarily. The regime doesn’t usually 

intervene in cases involving family celebrations.  “They’re afraid of groups that will conspire to 
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topple the government,” Independent media outlets were shut down, some religious streams 

were outlawed, In 2017 the government imposed a ban on Muslim girls wearing a veil to school, 

on teaching religious subjects and on gender-separated classes”.  This is what the final surprise 

of the writer while she is having  a day dreaming but after she walk-up from her sleep she may 

even have said: “This is  unfulfilled fantasy”   

 “Ultimately, public criticism of the government was prohibited. Eritrea grew ever more 

insular and eventually became one of the world’s major exporters of refugees”. 

Thank you Ms. Tamara for your thoughtful and existential view about Eritrea.  Your insights 

might have been helpful if any of these supposes experiences actually existed in real life and 

obviously they never exist at all. 

This writing was giving away by its Childish and Weak writing and thus a legal vetting is 

completely unnecessary by me since this was so childish in nature to begin with. 

It was nice known you Ms. Tamara! 


